
The Slurtle 

 
Have you ever heard of the fascinating Slurtle? This crazy mysterious species have only recently been discovered 

even though they have been around for centuries. Slurtles live in Australia and are deeply treasured there. They are 

land mammals and can adapt to different areas of land. If you learn more I urge you to read on.  

 

            

Diet 

Considering the Slurtle is an omnivore that can send telepathic waves to each other, they can take down larg-

er threats like crocodile and hyena. While the Slurtle eats meat, it also eats plants, to help them get stronger 

and give them extra energy.  The Slurtle which rarely eats, stores energy throughout the body. This creature 

has two rows of sharp strong teeth that can pierce a turtle shell in less than a second. Whilst they can swim, 

they are extremely quick. Do not try to catch one. 

 

Habitats 

Considering the Slurtle does not like the cold it slithers out from underground to find its’ owners 

house to stay in. As the Slurtle is very loyal it will listen to everything you tell it to  do so be careful 

because it will adapt to a different habitat and style just for you. While the Slurtle loves the warmth, 

it goes into hibernation if it is to hot. It will hibernate underground or in bushes until it is the right 

temperature. They also produce friction from their spikes to keep warm. 

Adaption 

Despite it being quite slow, it has adapted to growing feet so it can swim and run to catch prey easier and 

survive in a fight because of its speed and agility. It has also adapted to a turtle shell, spikes and three poi-

sonous tails so it can survive in fights and it even wins them. 

In conclusion the Slurtle can hide in the shell whilst it’s spiked tail and spikes stay out. I hope you have learnt 

more about the incredible beast the Slurtle.  

                              Facts about the Slurtle. 

 Population 250,000 per country. 

 Been around for ten years.  

 Fastest speed reached  150 mph. 

 Colours red, orange, yellow or all of the above. 



Snamelion 
Have you ever came across a Snamelion? You probably haven't. it can camouflage to anything. They can be shy 

when the want to be and not when it is at other times. A Snamelion goes round as a pair (its girlfriend) or an indi-

vidual. It can be found on many different islands and countries. A Snamelion is really feisty if anything comes near 

its territory. 

What does it eat 

Considering it is a carnivore, it can eat any insects and mice. A Snamelion’s prey is anything apart from lions. As it 

is second in the predators list it is not likely to get eaten. It has so sharp teeth it can break a bone with it’s teeth. 

It catch prey as it can run and slither.  It’s mouth is can stretch to 4 metres! A Snamelion will catch anything to do 

with prey. If I were you I would never go out again as it can eat you.  

Where does it  live? 

 A Snamelion can run and slither, it has suction pads on it’s feet ,so it easily can runs up trees without falling 

off. Considering Snamelion can easily stick to trees, they prefer to sleep on the ground. A Snamelion, which is a 

nocturnal animal, they can also come out at day. They can go up trees and do what they want to normally they 

live in forests. Snamelion’s are a real danger to us humans, as they can camouflage  and run faster than any-

thing, so it is easier to attach. 

How does it behave  

If I were you I would stay well away from these creatures as they leak poison, when they are near  someone or 

something. If you touch it you will die in 20 seconds. The poison is so deadly it will kill you if anyone is  near it.  As 

it has such a big mouth it will eat you in one swallow. So you better be ready to die if you are near it . A Sname-

lion sneaks out on people. It is master at disguise. It can not get hungry as  if people are strolling past in the 

woods. So for them it is good but for us not.  

As you have read this I hope you are going to be more careful otherwise you can die. It was discovered in the Ga-

lapagos islands in 1949. Will you be more careful when you are going out in the woods? 

Did you know? 

There is over 1 million of Snamelions. 

They can camouflage to absolutely any-

thing. 

They can never get hungry. 



The Catapede 
Introduction                                                                                                                                     

Did you know there was such thing as a Catapede? These mysterious creatures are smaller than a 

rubber. these animals are a crossed bread between cat and centipede. If you wanted to hove one of 

these harmless creatures as a pet well you cant people think you cant but when these creatures die 

they let out a poisonous acid. I urge you to respect and if you find one take care of it. 

Diet 

Have you ever wondered what a Catepedes diet is? well if you haven't, read on to find out more. The 

Catapede eats leaf litter and cat food. Did you know this mysterious beast has the sharpest k nines in 

the world? You can barely find anymore of these creatures, therefore this means they are extinct. The 

Catapede, which has the smallest diet in  the world, can still fill its self up on a leaf.  these creatures 

find there food in the rain forest but can most likely find in litter bins. 

              

Habitat 

Have you ever seen a Catapede’s habitat? Well if you have you must be very lucky because there only 

5 of there shelters in the world. Towards the beginning of autumn you most likely see these beasts 

collecting leafs and litter for there shelter. During the winter, they will hibernate. This means they 

will lest likely not bee spotted. As comfortable as a lions  fur, they nestle  in there lovely warm shel-

ter, un till the first sights of spring. Under the deep dark ground there lives only their ancestors safe-

ty. Quietly snuggled in there beds. They are aware of the freezing cold temperature's. if I were one of 

these beasts, I would snuggle up in bed.  

Where it lives  

As fast as a  cheetah  can run they can run up to 50 mph for  30seconds. these amazing creatures 

populate the globe. As far as the UK k to Australia these animals have been spotted in both of these 

big country's . Although these animals like the rainforest they most like living by the equator. I urge 

you to not trample or rip apart these amazing homes. These creatures spend hours and hours mak-

ing their home. 

  

Conclusion  

Catapedes, which have been extinct for many years, were a great help for the environment. 

Under the deep dark ground lives about 50 fossils from these fascinating creatures.    

Fact box 

 These creatures have 

long tongues to cap-

ture there prey 

 These creatures went 

extinct 

 20 million years ago   



Kittigeon 

 

Do you want a pet Kittigeon?  They are found in groups of  up to 20 cats and kit-

tens. Even though they have been around for a long time, they are a good pet. If  

I were you I would recommend reading on for more information.  

Diet/Size 

The Kitt/Cattigeon , like most cats, is a carnivore. Its main diet is Chorizo. It’s 

tactic to get its food is to fly through your window when you are cooking  

Chorizo, and steal it right off  your pan and eat it in your kitchen. It has to get 

lots of  Chorizo to feed its group. The size of  a Kitt/Cattigeon is exactly the 

size of  a normal cat or kitten. Even though they are not very big, they need 

lots of  Chorizo to survive.  

Habitat 

The Kittigeon lives in alleyways in big cities. In the winter, they dig under-

ground and create a burrow for their group so they don’t freeze over winter. 

They can live on top of  houses with their group , so if  you see them, leave 

them alone unless you want to take it into your house as a pet, because they 

have sharp, pointy teeth.  

Weird Features 

The Kittigeon has eight legs, spots and wings, unlike 

most cats and kittens, which makes it easily recog-

nisable to lots of  people. The males are yellow with 

spots, wings and eight legs. However, females are the 

same but with blue fur.   Because they have such 

amazing sight, they have immense eyeballs that give 

If  you want a Kitt/Cattigeon, they are everywhere 

if  you are in a city. You can take as many as you like 

because they live in large groups. They are a perfect 

pet because they are very friendly. They are very 

loyal to you, they will not leave you for another 

owner.  

 The Kittigeon can reach air 

speeds of 100 mph. 

 It lives in the city like a pigeon 

 The kittigeon coos instead of 

meowing 


